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Wakatani, W. (Kyoto Univ.) 
Properties of the anomalous transport in 
the gyrokinetic electromagnetic turbulence 
are studied in detail from the viewpoint 
of nonequlibrium irreversible thermodynam-
ics [1]. The fluctuating part of the distribu-
tion function is divided into the adiabatic and 
nonadiabatic parts as 
la(kl_) = ea<I>J.kl_) faM + ha(kj_)eiL.(k_c) 
a 
where La(kJ..) = k1.. · v x n/Oa. The nonadia-
patic part of the distribution function satisfies 
the following gyrokinetic equation: 
[! + i(WE + WDa) + Vllll • V''] ha(kj_) 
ea [ a . '( T )] A ( ) Ta !aM at + ~ wE + w*a <Pa kl.. 
+ f ~! e-•L.(k_clc;(/a(kj_)) 
where wE= k1..·(cExn/B), Wna = kl..·(vavB+ 
v acurv) [v aV' B: v B-drift velocity, v acurv: curva-
ture drift velocity], w'fa - W*a[1 + 1Ja(x~ - ~)] 
[w*a = (cTa/eaB)kl.. · (n X Vlnna), 1Ja = 
dln Ta/dln na], Au(kJ..) = n · A.(k1..), and 
B11(k1..) = in·k1.. x A.(kJ..). Here the gyrophase-
averaged potential for the turbulent electro-
magnetic fields is defined by 
</>a(kj_) = e-iL.(k_c) [</>(kj_)- ~v · A.(k1_)]. 
From the kinetic definition of the turbulent 
entropy change in terms of the fluctuation-
particle interaction operator Va, we have de-
rived the anomalous entropy production (J: in 
the thermodynamic form, which is written as 
A JAXA JAXA JAXA (J a = al al + a2 a2 + a3 a3 
where the thermodynamic forces are defined by 
X A = -a ln Pa ea acp A - a ln Ta A - 1 
al - av Ta av' Xa2 = - av ' Xa3 = Ta 
and the conjugate anomalous fluxes are given 
by 
J d3vL:(h~(kJ..)Vda(kl..))ens · VV 
k_L 
J d3v (X~-%) L ( h:(kj_)V da(kj_)) en'· 'VV 
k_L 
J~ 
J A -a3 = ea j d3v E ( h:(kj_) a¢~:1_) ~en' . 
Here the guiding center velocity due to the tur-
bulent electrornagnetic fields v da(kJ..) is given 
by v da(kl..) = -i( c/ B)¢a(kl..)kl.. X n. It is 
shown that, in the steady state, the flux-
surface-averaged anomalous entropy produc-
tion is balanced with the microscopic colli-
sional dissipation: 
The quasilinear anomalous transport equa-
tions are written as 
[ ~2 J = L [ ~i~m · ~i~ln ~i~l~i J [ ~2 J Jj b (LA)3t (LA)3~ (LA)3g x:a 
where the anomalous transport coefficients 
(LA )~n are functionals of the · spectra of 
the electromagnetic fluctuations ¢(k1..) = 
[¢(k1..), A. 11 (k1..), .811 (k1..)/k1..] and that it also 
contains B as a parameter: 
(LAY:::n = (LA)~n[B, { 4> }] · 
Here the spectra of the electromagnetic fluctu-
ations { 4>} are assumed to be given a priori. 
We have proved that the flux surface average 
of the quasilinear anomalous transport coeffi-
cients satisfy the following Onsager symmetry: 
Ta ( (LA)~n[B, { 4>(t)}]) = Tb ( (LA)~~[-B, { 4>( -t)}]) 
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